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 Today media is multiplying rapidly. Even electronisation and mechanization 

in communication system the aim of communication is not generally fulfilled due 

to lacuna in scientific and psychological approach of communication process. The 

magnum of communication does not give the required results. The sole purpose of 

Media is always for information. The purpose to pass on the information is to 

motivate the people towards desired direction. The motivation is for to change in 

attitude. The change in attitude shapes and reinforces juries the behaviour of 

individual. The changed behaviour helps in transformation of society. 

 Broadly speaking the channels / media may be classified as  

(i)  AUDIO CHANNELS:- These channels motivate the auditory senses and 

provokes the memory and past experiences. 

(ii) AUDIO- VISUAL CHANNELS:- These channels motivate the auditory and 

visual senses both the audio and visual memories are provoked and information 

transmitted . 

(iii) THE PRINTED CHANNELS: - These channels motivates and in turns 

strengthens the memory engrames. This information is easy to keep and retain. 
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 Today the need of printed aid to communicate the recent agricultural 

developments through posters, charts, pamphlets, leaflets, folders, handbills, 

stickers etc has become so important that an extension worker requires them 

frequently to reinforce those messages which are to be communicated with the help 

of electronic media of third world countries. The country like India, where 

illiteracy prevails the printed visuals work as a catalist to create awareness and 

interest about agricultural practices at grass root level. 

 The government has launched massive literacy programme through NAEP 

with an investment of 200 crores to promote the literacy whereby the importance 

and utilization of printed words and visuals is increasing rapidly. Normally feeding 

of these aids is, to be made available, for extension workers from different state 

headquarters. 

 But what comes in the way of extension worker to make use of these aids? 

Who prepares these aids? Are these aids readily available as and when required? 

Are these aids consistent with situation, language and understanding of their 

audiences? What are difficulties with the extension workers- his involvement and 

time according to supplied printed and non- projected aids? 

These questions and the like come up as basic difficulties to make the use of 

printed and non-projected aids effectively, impressively and purposively. All these 

problems arise because these printed aids are to be supplied from one central place 

to each extension workers ignoring the diversities of the situations, facilities, 

requirement, language, understanding and other levels of population. 

 All these problems may be sorted out if an extension worker prepares and 

prints such aids himself according to the social, cultural, educational, need and 

other dimensions of population. Then he can make best possible use of printed and 

non-projected aids. This can be done though “Silk Screen Printing Technique”. To 

make it clear all types of print media for extension activities can be prepared 

though silk screen printing technique. This technique is so easy that every 



extension worker can get the skill of printing in a few days training and practice. It 

is relatively so cheap that every extension worker may keep an “extension Printing 

Kit” with him to achieve the desired result. More so it may promote the 

entrepreneurship among the rural youth.  

 EXTENSION PRINTING KIT:- This kit can print wall newspaper, poster, 

leaflets, handouts, folders and other non-projected aids. This kit contains the 

following materials which may be had from local market. 

1. Bolting Nylon : is very fine thin and durable cloth, which works as an 

stencil for printing purpose. If it is not available the organdy cloth may 

also be used for the same. 

2. Wooden frame: is made from 4-5 cm which four wooden sticks. The 

length and width of the frame may be according to object which is to be 

printed. 

3. Nails: ½” small head nails for fixing the bolting nylon on the frame. 

4. Vim: is white fine washing powder for cleaning the screen. 

5. Polysol: is light blue precipitated pigment for coating on the screen. 

6. Ammonium Dichromate: - is a photo sensitive chemical in orange crystal 

form. 

7. Plastic Scale: - of 6” and 12” for coating the solution on the screen. 

8. Tracing Paper or Koda Trace:- is a kind of transparent paper on which 

desired matter is being written or illustrated. Good quality of tracing is of  

    Gateway or preferably another quality. Koda trace is permanent tracing 

     paper. It may be used again and again by washing through vim powder 

      only. 

9. Vito Black Ink: - is dark black and non-transparent ink. 

10. Glass:- is needed according to size of frame which may work as pad for 

the screen both inner and outer sides. 

11. Tubs:- is open container for the water to wash the screen. 



12. Paper Tape:- is dry gum tape of different width 1” to 6”. 

13. Printing Board:- is made from wooding ply board. It is smooth, 

horizontal and plane surface and works as platform for printing purpose. 

14. Squeegee:- is an implement edged with rubber for sweeping or removing 

the printing ink from the screen from one end to another end. 

15. S.S.P. Ink:- is a special kind of printing ink which can be used for silk 

screen printing purpose. There are different types of SSP inks as here 

under. 

      (i) Mat Ink:- is used for poster and charts because it is relatively cheap .This 

ink is soluble in kerosene oil. 

      (ii) P.V.C. Ink:- is of polyvinyl compounds for printing purpose. The major 

quality of this ink is fast drying process. This type of ink is being used for 

printing on plastic. This ink is solvable only in P.V.C. aid/reducer or amino 

acetate. 

       (iii) Gloss Ink:- is thick ink with shining quality. This ink is being used for 

quality printing work. The drying process of this ink is very slow. It is soluble 

in turpentine oil. 

       (iv) Textile Ink:- is being used printing the only clothe. 

16. Reducer:- is solvent of S.S.P. inks. Different reducers are being used for 

different inks as mentioned above. 

17. Bleaching-Powder:- is a chemical, white powder having the odor of gaseous 

chlorine and regarded. It is also called chloride of lime. It is being used for 

removing the image from the screen after printing. 

18. Cloth:- ordinary used and rejected cotton cloth is being used for cleaning 

the hand and screen. 

19. “C” Clamp:- is a “C” type iron device for strengthening or supporting or 

ticking the objects/exposed screen on printing board to stand printing. 



20. Extension Printing Box:- is wooden box in which all the above items may 

be placed and kept safely. 

 

Steps Of Printing Through Silk Screen Printing Technique:-  

                  

(i).Take the bolting nylon and fix it through nails the wooden frame in 

“L” shape. There after make the bolting nylon wet then fix the vest two 

sides tightly on the frame. In place of nails stapler gun may be used. 

(ii) So now the frame is ready and washes it through vim powder 

properly and gets it dried through sunlight or fan. 

(iii) While it is kept to dry the screen, during that period, prepare 

emulsion for costing. For the emulsion-preparation, take 1 to 1.5 grams 

Ammonium Dichromate and dissolve in 4-5 tea spoonfuls of water. 

After dissolving it, mix 100 grams polysol gently. When Ammonium 

Dichromate dissolves in water, it will give orange colour and after 

mixing the polysol in this solution, the colour will be changed into light 

violet. 

(iv)  Give smooth coating of this prepared emulsion on screen with the 

help of scale preferably plastic. Thereafter keep it to dry   in a dark 

place. It may take one hour to dry. 

(v) Now, prepare the design or write the matter on tracing sheet through 

dark black vito ink so the Light does not pass through black illustrated 

or written matter. 

(vi) Then hold this design topsy-turvy on the screen and keep plane 

glass on it and even square pad or a black paper along with plane glass 

should be kept inside the frame of screen. Thereafter hold tightly the 

glass of both side pack together 15- 20 seconds towards facing sunlight. 



(vii) After 15-20 seconds exposure to screen drop the screen in the 

water or poure water on the screen. 

(viii)  After 5- 10 minutes the coating of same place of the screen will 

be dissolved by water where the design or written matter in black ink 

has been framed. After 15-20 minutes get dry the screen after taking out 

it from the water. If part of design or written matter does not open, take 

it granted that the screen has been over exposed to the sunlight than 

actually required. If the coating of screen  is completely dissolved or is 

very much greasy, it should be inferred that it is less exposed to the 

sunlight than actually needed. It has to be prepared a fresh. 

(ix) The screen should get dry either in the sun or in the wind. 

Remember it that there must be no dirt etc. at that place. 

(x) Paper tape should be affixed around the frame from in and out side. 

In addition to this, other open portion of screen except exposed design 

or written matter should be closed with paper tape or with emulsion and 

it may again be kept to dry. 

(xi) Thereafter the frame  be screwed with “C” clamp on printing board. 

(xii) Fix the place for printing after lifting the frame upward to a certain 

level and after affixing small pieces of paper or card sheets. But 

remember that the widths of these pieces of paper or card sheet should 

not be more than the printed sheet. 

(xiii) Poure ink according to the need on the frame after putting screen 

on a side of prepared image. 

(xiv) Put the squeegee on the ink and with a gentle jerk draw towards, 

you or to, another side making 45 degree angle of squeegee. 

(xv) Thus image will come on the paper placed under side. Repeat the 

same process and these processes a cycle of print will be continued. 



(xvi) At the end, wash the screen properly with solvent/ reducer like 

kerosene, sprit, terpene, thinner or PVC aid, amino acetate or other fit 

reducer of ink. 

If the same design has not to be printed again, and then apply bleaching 

powder on the drenched screen and just after 15- 20 minutes rub it 

properly and then wash it with water. If the coating has been cleaned 

properly wash it with vim powder and then keep the screen to dry for 

further use. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                           COMPARATIVE CHART 
           Here effort have be made to compare the silk screen printing with 

printing press on the basis of its characteristics, cost and lime involvement 
GENERAL CHARACTERISLICS

SL. 
NO. 

PRINTING THROUGH 
PRINTING PRESS 

PRINTING THROUGH  
SILK SCREEN PRINTING TECHNIQUE 

01. 
 
 

02 
 
 
 

03 
 
 

04 
 
 

05 
 
 

06 
 
 

07 
 
 

08 
 
 

09 
 

10 
 

11 

It is cheaper only when it is 
required in large quantity. 
 
Urgent printing charges are extra. 
 
 
 
A team of three or four or more 
skilled people is involved. 
 
Printing is always a complex 
technique. 
 
It is taxed with incidental and 
convenience charges. 
 
Technical traditions are generally 
maintained 
 
Depreciation of machine is more 
like of machine, type etc. 
 
Immediate printing is not possible 
without composing 
 
Power consumption essential. 
 
Factory Act is involved. 
 
Registration of press is must. 
 
 

When print order is limited specially 100 to 
200 becomes cheaper. 
 
When there is urgency and printers demands 
special charges. It becomes very economic 
without extra charges. 
 
It is a single person job instead of multi 
skilled. 
 
It involves various easy and manageable 
techniques  
 
The unforeseen incidental and convenience 
charges are not taxed. 
 
Innovations and flexibility chances are  more. 
 
 
Depreciation of machine is nil or very less. 
 
 
Immediate printing even without composing 
is possible  
 
Power consumption nil. 
 
Factory Act is not involved. 
 
Not needed. 
 
 

 

   

 

 



 

 
TIME INVOLVEMENT IN PRINTING OF ONE PAGE 

Printing through  
printing press 

Printing through 
 Silk Screen Printing press 

 
Sl. 
No. STEPS TIME 

in hours 

 
Sl. 
No. STEPS TIME 

in hours 
01 Typing of matter 00.30 01 Tracing  01.30 
02 Composing 02.30 02 Fixing of Bolting 

Cloth on the frame 
00.30 
 

03 Make up 00.30 03 Cleaning 00.10 
04 Proof reading 00.30 04 Drying Process 00.10 
05 Proof correction 00.10 05 Coating of solution & 

Drying process 
00.40 

06 Chassis Setting  00.30 06 Exposure process 00.05 
07 Machine Proof and 

adjustment  
00.30 07 Developing Process 00.20 

08 Ink mixing  00.30 08 Drying process 00.15 
09 Printing of 100 sheets 00.20 09 Adjustment of screen 

& paper for printing 
on Printing Board. 

00.30 

10 Distribution of matter 01.00 10 Printing of 100 sheets 00.20 
11               ------  11 Bleaching of Screen 00.30 

TOTAL TIME  07.05 TOTAL TIME  05.00 
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